Talking about the top universities in India, we would here put light on SRM University which covers most of the courses and streams of engineering, management, library information and science, law, commerce and humanities. This college is situated in Sonepat and is well connected to the nearby areas. It is a deemed university which falls under a league of AICTE approved colleges and UGC recognized universities. It provides courses such as MBA courses, computer engineering courses, management courses, business management courses, B. Tech. courses, civil engineering courses, electrical engineering courses, bachelor of engineering courses, electronics engineering courses, B. Lib. Courses, Law, M. Lib. Courses, library information & science courses, undergraduate courses, postgraduate courses, PHD courses, bioinformatics courses, B.Com. courses & M.A. English courses. The recent and special creation of SRM Educational Group towards world class infrastructure and academic ambience that will shape and mould the future citizen of India. The SRM Educational Group as a community have over 20,000 students and 1,500 staff spreading over five campus in India. The SRM Group has earned the best teaching quality rating and a strong research record and offer a wide range of undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral programs in Engineering, Management, Medicine and Health sciences, and Humanities. Today, our's is a broad-based, research intensive institution with a global reach.

SRM University, Haryana has been established under Haryana Private University Act of 2006 as amended by Act 8 of 2013. This is a Private State University established by the SRM Institute of Science & Technology Trust (SRM IST Trust), Chennai which is registered as non-profitable trust. With appropriate skills to compete the University offers an excellent academic environment to pursue a degree and is very strongly research and practical-oriented. Our research-led approach is one of the reasons why a degree from the SRM University is so prestigious. Our students also get opportunities to study abroad, improve their employability, take part in work placements and explore a wide range of social activities. Our graduate students equipped with the skills that are needed to compete in a global workplace and with acquaintances and networks that last a lifetime. Past 20 years, SRM has been connected with people all over the world. Our University has brought together creativity and innovation in global partnership. We understand the power of international collaboration to achieve success in a wider perspective. Our partners are from top Universities across the world including MIT, Stanford, UC Berkeley, Cambridge and NUS.